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Chamber experiments showing “pure biogenic nucleation” have shown an important role for covalently bound organic association products ("dimers"). These form from peroxy-radical (RO$_2$) cross reactions. Chamber experiments at low-NO$_x$ conditions often have quite high hydrocarbon reactant concentrations and relatively low concentrations of oxygenated volatile organic compounds (OVOCs). This can skew the radical chemistry in chambers relative to the real atmosphere, favoring RO$_2$ and disfavoring HO$_2$ radicals. RO$_2$ cross reaction kinetics are in turn highly uncertain. Here we explore the implications of the RO$_2$ to HO$_2$ ratio in chamber experiments as well as the implications of uncertain RO$_2$ cross reaction kinetics and the potential for added CO to mimic more atmospheric radical conditions. We treat a plausible range of RO$_2$ rate coefficients under both typical chamber conditions and atmospheric conditions to see how dimerization is affected by high concentrations of OVOCs, and thus lower RO$_2$ : HO$_2$ relative to smog chamber experiments. We find that if RO$_2$ reactions are fast, relatively high yields of low volatility dimers can participate in new particle formation. The results are highly sensitive to both the (uncertain) RO$_2$ kinetics as well as RO$_2$ : HO$_2$, suggesting both that low-NO$_x$ chamber results should be extrapolated to the atmosphere with caution but also that the atmosphere itself may be highly sensitive to the specific (and rich) mixture of organic compounds and thus peroxy radicals.

Environmental significance

New particle formation is a major contributor to atmospheric aerosol number and is enhanced by low volatility organics. Understanding the conditions under which these organics are formed is crucial to our understanding of new particle formation. These processes are often studied in laboratory smog chamber experiments, which simulate atmospheric conditions without the complication of the many species present in the actual atmosphere. In addition, parameterizations derived from those experiments may have limited applicability if they lack molecular detail; understanding this chemistry at the molecular level allows for a broader extension of experimental results. In this work we look at how species present in abundance in the atmosphere, but not in smog chambers, affect the chemistry that leads to these low volatility products. This can cause a high bias in new-particle formation rates observed in smog chamber experiments. Thus we stress the importance of knowing the exact conditions of smog chamber experiments and building molecular level understanding before extending results to atmospheric conditions.

1 Introduction

Our understanding of organic oxidation in the atmosphere has been transformed by recent smog-chamber and flow-reactor experiments, enabled by extraordinary advances in mass spectrometry and particle detection. Especially interesting is a process known as “autoxidation”, the self oxidation of organic compounds in the presence of only molecular oxygen. Within seconds after an oxidant (OH, O$_3$, Cl, NO$_3$, etc.) reacts with a stable volatile organic compound (VOC), autoxidation can generate highly oxygenated organic molecules (HOMs) with multiple oxygen containing functional groups. The HOMs in turn can have very low vapor pressures and thus condense to existing particles as secondary organic aerosol, even driving growth of sub-10 nm particles. In some cases the HOMs can even nucleate new particles, with or without sulfuric acid.

New-particle formation in the atmosphere contributes up to half of the number concentration of global cloud condensation nuclei and there are huge uncertainties associated with the mechanisms of nucleation and growth and their sensitivities to different conditions. Because of its contribution to cloud condensation nuclei, accurately representing new-particle formation in models is critical for understanding aerosol cloud interactions and thus aerosol climate forcing. One of the largest sources of uncertainty in anthropogenic aerosol forcing is the pre-industrial baseline; this is because the relationship between new-particle formation and the concentration of cloud condensation nuclei is highly non-linear and so the forcing – the difference between the present day and the pre-industrial – depends strongly on the pre-industrial initial condition.
Our understanding of pre-industrial aerosol in turn depends on our understanding of the contribution of biogenic vapors to aerosols. Biogenic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) dominate global VOC concentrations, especially in clean environments.\textsuperscript{23,24} Monoterpenes especially have been widely studied because of their role in secondary aerosol formation, both through growth of primary aerosol and their contribution to new particle formation. Monoterpenes, including \(\alpha\)-pinene, are a large source of atmospheric precursor VOCs; they can be oxidized to form low-volatility organics and have been shown to contribute to growth of new particles.\textsuperscript{12,15} Organic peroxy radicals (RO\(_2\)) formed after an initial step of monoterpane oxidation can autoxidize rapidly and potentially multiple times to form HOMs.

However, it appears that HOMs are always relatively minor products of VOC oxidation, with total molar yields \(\lesssim 0.1\) in most cases.\textsuperscript{25,26} Furthermore, HOMs do not necessarily have “low volatility” in a sense that is meaningful in the atmosphere. We define volatility classes based on saturation mass concentrations (\(C^*\), in \(\mu g\) m\(^{-3}\))\textsuperscript{17,28} according to the behavior of vapors in those classes, and there is a succession of low volatility classes with \(C^* \lesssim 0.1\) \(\mu g\) m\(^{-3}\) (\(p^* \sim 10^{-6}\) Pa). Ultra Low Volatility Organic Compounds (ULVOC) can nucleate—they will often stick to anything, including other ULVOCs. Extremely Low Volatility Organic Compounds (ELVOC) will stick to any existing particle, no matter how small, but are not efficient nucleators. Low Volatility Organic Compounds (LVOC) stick to most particles but are sensitive to curvature and the Kelvin effect, so may not stick to particles smaller than 5–10 nm diameter. Semi-Volatile Organic Compounds (SVOC) exist in significant quantities in both the gas phase and in particles at equilibrium under typical atmospheric conditions. Even SVOC have very low vapor pressures no greater than \(10^{-3}\) Pa.

While many HOMs have saturation concentrations in the LVOC, ELVOC, and ULVOC ranges due to their high oxygen content, some HOMs are in the SVOC range. This brings in an important distinction between HOMs and the volatility classes. HOMs have at least 6 oxygen atoms and are formed in the gas phase via autoxidation, but the definition places no restrictions on volatility.\textsuperscript{11} The volatility classes describe saturation concentration ranges, but do not restrict the chemistry that formed the species.

Further, substantial evidence suggests that “pure biogenic” nucleation is driven by covalently bound “dimers” (ROOR) formed when two autoxidized peroxy radicals react with each other.\textsuperscript{28–31} These dimers are formed via reaction of two peroxy radical species and result in large molecules that may be ULVOCs and thus contribute to nucleation. However, these dimers do not necessarily have to be HOMs, as two peroxy radicals that have not undergone any autoxidation may form a dimer, but most dimers are either ULVOCs or LVOCs and thus contribute to nucleation and growth of new particles. This raises a concern that applying smog-chamber or flow-reactor data to the atmosphere may not be straightforward. These are complex reaction systems, and radical termination (especially dimer formation) is a non-linear (even explicitly quadratic) process.

One specific concern is that RO\(_2\) to HO\(_2\) ratios (RO\(_2\) : HO\(_2\)) in chambers may be artificially high due to low concentrations of oxygenated carbon-containing molecules like CO, CH\(_2\)O, etc. (OVOCs for shorthand). Small OVOCs promote the direct conversion of OH to HO\(_2\). In the atmosphere, where these OVOCs are typically abundant, RO\(_2\) : HO\(_2\) \(\leq 1,\textsuperscript{13,24}\) but when no OVOCs are present (which is typical of many laboratory experiments), RO\(_2\) : HO\(_2\) can be very large. This means that chambers with relatively low OVOC levels likely will not have atmospherically relevant RO\(_2\) : HO\(_2\). If this alters the radical termination and thus stable product formation (including HOMs and especially dimers), direct projections to atmospheric conditions will not be straightforward. Furthermore, the absolute radical concentrations (and thus overall termination rates) may also compete with autoxidation, which may again affect projections to atmospheric conditions.

We show a simplified chemical topology of this system in Fig. 1. This emphasizes the HO\(_2\)–RO\(_2\) radical cycle, progressing from the reaction of a VOC with an oxidant (OH here) to RO\(_2\), then an alkox radical (RO), then HO\(_2\), and finally back to OH. We omit many important termination steps as well as the specific conversion reactions to focus on the key dependencies. The central issue is RO\(_2\) termination, which depends on RO\(_2\) : HO\(_2\) as well as the associated radical–radical kinetics. At sufficiently high RO\(_2\) : HO\(_2\), RO\(_2\) cross reactions will dominate termination, either via dimer formation as shown or via the so-called “molecular” pathway.\textsuperscript{35} At sufficiently low RO\(_2\) : HO\(_2\), RO\(_2\) + HO\(_2\) may dominate termination via hydroperoxide (ROOH) formation. VOC oxidation will immediately yield RO\(_2\), as shown, but OVOC oxidation (using CO as a surrogate in the figure as well as the rest of this study) will often bypass RO\(_2\) formation and lead straight to HO\(_2\).\textsuperscript{46} Because atmospheric VOC reaction mechanisms inevitably involve multiple oxidation steps and multiple intermediate OVOC products, the atmosphere is relatively rich in OVOCs (with fast OVOC reaction rates) compared to VOCs (and VOC reaction rates) and so tends to have RO\(_2\) : HO\(_2\) \(\leq 1\).

![Fig. 1. Phenomenology for HO\(_2\)–RO\(_2\) radical cycling chemistry and volatile organic hydrocarbon (VOC) oxidation (without NO\(_x\)). VOC oxidation leads to organo-peroxy radicals (RO\(_2\)). If the RO\(_2\) do not terminate, they produce RO radicals, some of which rapidly convert to hydroperoxy radicals (HO\(_2\)). HO\(_2\) can be converted back to OH, completing the cycle. For hydrocarbons, RO\(_2\) is almost inevitably produced before HO\(_2\) and termination, etc., can make RO\(_2\) : HO\(_2\) \(\gg 1\). However, oxygenated volatile organic carbon (OVOCs), or most simply CO, will convert OH to HO\(_2\) directly. Because the atmosphere is rich in CO and OVOCs, RO\(_2\) : HO\(_2\) \(\leq 1\); however, smog chambers often have very low OVOCs and so can have RO\(_2\) : HO\(_2\) \(\gg 1\). This can bias ‘chamber’ chemistry versus chemistry typical of the atmosphere.](image-url)
In broad terms, HO2 and RO2 react with each other roughly 1 in every 10–30 collisions ($k = 10^{-11}$ cm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$), depending only weakly on the identity of the R group. A further simplification is that the HO$_2$ + NO reaction and all RO$_2$ + NO reactions (not shown) also react with about this frequency. Thus “high NO$_2$” (really high NO) conditions occur when NO : HO$_2$ $\gg$ 1 and “low-NO$_2$” conditions when NO : HO$_2$ $\ll$ 1." Here we focus on low-NO conditions. A huge complication is that RO$_2$ + RO$_2$ cross reaction kinetics are rich and variable, ranging from extremely slow to extremely fast.$^{25,39,40}$

Many RO$_2$ species are formed even during oxidation of a single VOC, and so there are many squared cross reactions; the real atmosphere is quadratically richer still. The rich and variable cross-reaction kinetics and relative paucity of kinetics data require parameterization of most RO$_2$ cross reactions. Evidence suggests that electron-donating groups near the peroxo moiety (i.e. multiple CH$_3$ groups such as t-butyl peroxy radicals) tend to raise the cross reaction barrier and reduce the rate coefficient precipitously, while electron-withdrawing groups (i.e. containing oxygen, such as peroxy acyl) tend to lower the barrier and raise the rate coefficient. Autoxidation involves successive internal H-atom transfers and oxygen addition in RO$_2$, and so the autoxidized RO$_2$ (we shall refer to these as “O$_3$RO$_2$” with $n$ corresponding to the number of autoxidation steps) have multiple oxygenated functional groups and thus may have high cross reaction rate coefficients. There is still significant uncertainty as to just how fast the cross reactions get for relevant O$_3$RO$_2$. The peroxy acyl self reaction is fast, occurring in 1 out of 10 collisions. Some direct measurements and model simulations indicate that some O$_3$RO$_2$ can react with each other on every collision,$^{4,9,10}$ while other studies suggest reaction probabilities closer to 1 in 100. This may be misleading or measurement error, or it may simply reflect the enormous diversity of RO$_2$ species and their cross reactions. In light of this, we follow Schervish and Donahue$^{28}$ using the general scheme first proposed by Madronich and Calvert.$^{39}$ We define “anchor” self-reaction rate coefficients for classes starting with tertiary-RO$_2$ (t-butyl RO$_2$), extending through primary RO$_2$ and then progressively more oxidized RO$_2$. The rate coefficients increase dramatically through this range. The cross reaction rate coefficients are then given by the geometric mean, including a symmetry factor ($k_{n,m} = 2\sqrt{k_{n,n}k_{m,m}}$).$^{28,30}$

Schervish and Donahue$^{28}$ showed that the RO$_2$ + HO$_2$ reaction was not competitive under any of the conditions of temperature or NO$_x$ when simulating a chamber experiment without added OVOCs (and thus very high RO$_2$ : HO$_2$, as we will show). While under low NO$_x$ conditions the RO$_2$ + HO$_2$ reaction does occur, under the conditions studied in that work, it never built up appreciable yields. However, oxidation of CO to CO$_2$ (as a surrogate for all OVOCs) converts OH directly to HO$_2$; this reaction can become increasingly important, potentially dominating the yields. Therefore just as NO$_x$ has been shown to suppress dimer yields, increasing HO$_2$ is likely to have a similar effect.

Prior studies have shown that dimerization can be important under chamber conditions, but as the RO$_2$ rate coefficients (and dimerization branching ratios) are a huge source of uncertainty in this chemistry, it is difficult to say with certainty that dimerization is important in the real atmosphere.$^{28,30}$ Zhao et al.$^1$ suggest a minimum rate coefficient of $10^{-12}$ cm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ for relevant RO$_2$ cross reactions while Berndt et al.$^4$ report some rate coefficients close to the kinetic limit of $10^{-10}$ cm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ but also find rate coefficients that span orders of magnitude for different dimers. Thus likely some dimers form very quickly while others form much more slowly. Those that form quickly may form under any relevant RO$_2$ : HO$_2$ conditions in α-pinene ozonolysis experiments (both in the chamber and in the atmosphere), while those that form slowly may appear when RO$_2$ : HO$_2$ is high (in the chamber, especially in dark ozonolysis experiments), but not when RO$_2$ : HO$_2$ is low (in the atmosphere).

Relatively low RO$_2$ : HO$_2$ values in the atmosphere are due to high concentrations of OVOCs that promote direct conversion of OH to HO$_2$. In general, RO$_2$ : HO$_2$ $\leq$ 1 in the atmosphere, with higher values observed in low-NO$_2$ conditions where radical cycling and radical chain lengths tend to be lower. For example, Tan et al. reported RO$_2$ : HO$_2$ = 0.66 in Beijing.$^{33}$ Stevens et al. report RO$_2$ : HO$_2$ $<$ 1 higher (around 15 for pristine conditions and 4 for slightly polluted conditions) at a remote site in Colorado, but still much lower than what we see in the model when no OVOCs are present.$^{46}$ Modeling done under low NO$_x$ conditions for the marine atmosphere$^{48}$ and in rural Alabama$^{49}$ has also reported 1 $<$ RO$_2$ : HO$_2$ $<$ 5, also much lower than our modeled RO$_2$ : HO$_2$ without OVOCs.

Under chamber conditions with no or very low OVOC concentrations, OH reactivity is low because its main reaction is with the hydrocarbon of interest (for example α-pinene). Since the chamber experiments we will consider here are designed to mimic the remote atmosphere, we are especially interested in atmospheric OH reactivity measurements under those conditions. Ferracci et al.$^{41}$ report measured OH reactivity from a suite of field campaigns across the world including many remote areas that span a range from 4 s$^{-1}$ to almost 50 s$^{-1}$, the average being around 15 s$^{-1}$. Measurements of OH reactivity from the boreal forest site in Hyytiälä, Finland are also consistent with these values.$^{44,45}$ In a remote forest in the Great Lakes Region in northern Michigan, di Carlo et al.$^{34}$ estimate that only about 2% of a total OH reactivity of approximately 13 s$^{-1}$ is attributable to monoterpenes.

A further complication is that in ozonolysis chamber experiments, the alkene + ozone reaction governs the overall radical production. This is rarely if ever true during daytime in the real atmosphere, where photolytic sources of HO$_2$ are substantial.$^{47}$ Most alkenes also react with OH on almost every collision, whereas the background atmosphere has a richer distribution of OH reactivity. For all of these reasons, adding an OVOC surrogate such as CO to a chamber experiment is a potentially viable method to mimic the influence of OVOCs on the radical balance, but measures such as OH reactivity (and branching) as well as the actual RO$_2$ : HO$_2$ and not simply reproducing ambient CO may better meet the experimental design objective.

This has significance when considering nucleation. Current knowledge suggests that ULVOC dimers are the species responsible for pure biogenic nucleation and lower
atmospheric RO₂ to HO₂ ratios may help explain why pure biogenic nucleation occurs in chamber experiments, but not always under seemingly similar atmospheric conditions.

Additionally, because the autoxidation pathway (and thus HOM production) is competitive with bimolecular termination reactions, it is strongly dependent on the conditions of the experiment or the atmosphere, including both the absolute radical concentrations as well as the radical ratios. Here we focus on the termination pathway of peroxy radicals with HO₂ in order to show conditions under which this pathway becomes critical that are common in the atmosphere, but may not be represented in chamber experiments. However, the actual atmosphere rarely fits into what we here consider our more atmospherically relevant regime. This is because most often all of the potential peroxy-radical reactant pathways are available and competitive in the actual atmosphere (including reaction of acyl peroxy radicals with NO₂ to for peroxy acyl nitrates⁴⁶ – which we omit for simplicity here). This speaks to how important it is for mechanistic representations of the atmosphere to be built based on experiments under which conditions are well-known so their extrapolation to more atmospheric conditions can be evaluated.

The major issue is this. If RO₂ cross reactions are relatively slow (slower than RO₂ + HO₂), then chambers with unrealistically high RO₂ : HO₂ will misrepresent the atmosphere and possibly overproduce dimers and other ELVOC products. However, if RO₂ cross reactions are fast (potentially 30 times faster than RO₂ + HO₂), then they can still dominate termination for RO₂ : HO₂ = 1. Under those conditions, RO₂ : HO₂ is less of a concern and chamber ULVOC yields, as well as nucleation and growth rates, are more likely to be directly relevant to the atmosphere. As it happens, a diversity of cross reactions may span these conditions, and reality likely lies somewhere in the middle. If this is so, it is especially important to gain a molecular level understanding to accurately predict atmospheric behavior.

2 The model

Our objective is to model the effect of OVOCs on RO₂ : HO₂ and the associated oxidation products of a VOC such as α-pinene. We are specifically interested in whether typical chamber conditions result in unrealistic net yields of the lowest volatility products such as the ROOR dimers (some of which are “Ultra Low Volatility Organic Compounds”, ULVOCs, in the volatility basis set classification⁴⁴). High RO₂ : HO₂ might even promote an unrealistic extent of autoxidation due to insufficient HO₂ termination and lead to elevated yields of “Extremely Low Volatility Organic Compounds”, ELVOCs (which also include many less oxidized dimers). This could cause chamber experiments to show either higher nucleation rates (driven by ULVOCs) or higher sub 3 nm growth rates (driven by ELVOCs)¹³ than would occur in the atmosphere, leading to an overall high bias in new-particle formation rates.

Any model sensitivity to chamber conditions (specifically RO₂ : HO₂ and RO₂ kinetics) would also suggest a corresponding sensitivity in the real atmosphere. It is possible that the real world (especially under low-NOₓ conditions) is very sensitive to these kinetics, making this an important topic for future research.

To simulate OVOCs in the atmosphere we will simulate adding CO (also a potentially effective experimental technique) and explore the sensitivity of RO₂ : HO₂ and thus the ULVOC and ELVOC yields to CO levels. Because both the autoxidation and RO₂ (cross) termination kinetics are uncertain, we shall explore a phase space spanning potential rate coefficients.

2.1 RO₂ cross reactions and dimerization

We represent variability in RO₂ cross reaction kinetics following the scheme first suggested by Madronich and Calvert.²⁹ The rate coefficient for any RO₂ cross reaction is parameterized as the geometric mean of the self-reaction rate coefficients (multiplied by 2 because of the difference in symmetry) defined for a sequence of RO₂ ranging from slow tertiary-RO₂ to fast hydroxy-RO₂. We augment this by defining self-reaction rate coefficients for Ox₁RO₂ representing 1, 2, and 3 steps of autoxidation, assuming that this will generally introduce electron withdrawing functional groups near the peroxy radical moiety. Here we investigate different scenarios of rate coefficients by changing the rate coefficient associated with Ox₁RO₂, Ox₂RO₂, and Ox₃RO₂, but leaving the RO₂ and Ox₀RO₂ the same in every scenario. The RO₂ and the Ox₁RO₂ rate coefficients are slow so that in every scenario, enough autoxidation occurs to allow the opportunity for dimers from the Ox₂RO₂ and the Ox₃RO₂ to form (consistent with observations).

We simulate 3 cases for the Ox₁₂₃RO₂ cross reactions: a “fast” case, “middle” case, and a “slow” case that are described in Table 1. The rate coefficients range from 10⁻¹³ cm³ mol⁻¹ s⁻¹ to 10⁻¹⁰ cm³ mol⁻¹ s⁻¹, which reflects the range of measured rate coefficients as well as the rate coefficients used in the other modeling studies.³⁴,³⁰ The fast case here is the same case used in Schervish and Donahue.²⁸ Even in the fast case, the rate coefficients associated with RO₂, Ox₁RO₂, and Ox₂RO₂ are kept slow so that they don’t dominate over autoxidation preventing any Ox₃RO₂ from forming.

2.2 Differences from previous implementation

Our model is described in detail in Schervish and Donahue,²⁸ however, we provide a brief description here and discuss some changes in the following sections. The model simulates the gas-phase chemistry, culminating in formation (and loss) of RO₂ species, with RO₂ termination mapping into the 2D-VBS via

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Fast k</th>
<th>Middle k</th>
<th>Slow k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k(RO₂)</td>
<td>10⁻¹³</td>
<td>10⁻¹³</td>
<td>10⁻¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k(Ox₁RO₂)</td>
<td>10⁻¹³</td>
<td>10⁻¹³</td>
<td>10⁻¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k(Ox₂RO₂)</td>
<td>10⁻¹²</td>
<td>10⁻¹³</td>
<td>10⁻¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k(Ox₃RO₂)</td>
<td>10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>10⁻¹²</td>
<td>10⁻¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k(Ox₃RO₂)</td>
<td>10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>10⁻¹²</td>
<td>10⁻¹³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a succession of kernels specific to each termination step. The gas-phase chemical mechanism includes small-molecule HOx and α-pinene chemistry. The reactions begin with oxidation of a precursor, in this case α-pinene via dark ozonolysis, producing peroxy radicals which then undergo two types of reactions: autooxidation or radical termination. The rate-limiting step in autooxidation is an internal H-atom transfer, so it is represented as a unimolecular process with a relatively large activation energy and thus a strong temperature dependence, immediately followed by O2 addition. We allow peroxy radicals (Ox,RO2) to undergo up to three stages of autooxidation with n being the number of times the peroxy radical has autoxidized from 0 to 3. Each of these peroxy radicals is represented as a point in the 2D-VBS with more oxidized peroxy radicals being progressively lower in volatility and higher in O : C. Here we will look at only cases with no NOx present so the radical termination options available to each peroxy radical are unimolecular termination, reaction with HOx to form a hydroperoxide, and dimerization.

Once a simulation has reached steady state with a stable production distribution, these products are mapped into the 2D-VBS using kernels anchored to the peroxy radical surrogate (C*n and O : C) that produced them. These kernels allow us to represent a wide variety of stabilization pathways producing a wide variety of different products through one surrogate species; the variety of species that the surrogate represents is instead mapped to a distribution of products within the 2D-VBS defined by a transformation relative to the surrogate RO2 volatility and O : C. Overall, the chemical mechanism will tell us how much, for example, Ox2ROOH (termination with HOx of a peroxy radical that has gone through two steps of autoxidation) is produced in the simulation and the kernels tell us where in the 2D-VBS to distribute all of that product.

### 2.2.1 RO2 kinetics

As in Schervish and Donahue,28 we represent the RO2 cross reactions as a branching between dimer formation and monomer formation following an RO2 association reaction. In that work we modeled the branching ratio based on the RO2 volatility. Here we assume any reaction between two autoxidized peroxy radicals (Ox,RO2) will form a dimer 100% of the time. We also assume a dimer branching ratio for reactions between peroxy radicals that have not autoxidized (RO2) to be 0.05. For cross reactions between Ox,RO2 and RO2, we assume a branching ratio of 0.5. There is some evidence that the dimerization formation rate (the association rate coefficient times the branching ratio toward dimers) is representing average behavior that is slower than what we see in chamber experiments. This can be seen through measured rate coefficients for dimerization being around 10^{-13} cm^3 mol^{-1} s^{-1} at the slowest,49 while we use that as the association rate coefficient, the actually dimerization rate coefficient is slowed down quite a bit for the least autoxidized peroxy radicals by the volatility dependence of the branching ratio. There is also evidence for higher branching toward dimers based on higher dimer yields in experiments under high NOx and low temperature conditions than we see in the version of the model used in Schervish and Donahue.28

### 2.2.2 Inclusion of CO

When none of the OVOCs that promote conversion of OH to HOx are present, the main mechanism for HOx cycling is through the reactions of HOx with ozone. Under these conditions the conversion of OH to HOx is slow leading to HOx : OH = 2 and an RO2 : HOx = 1000. When OVOCs are present we expect to see higher HOx concentrations and a lower RO2 : HOx. We add CO as a proxy for all of these OVOCs and add the following reaction allowing another pathway for conversion of OH to HOx:

\[
\text{CO + OH} (+\text{O}_2) \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{HO}_2
\]

### 2.2.3 α-Pinene oxidation by OH

Reflective of more recent work on the products of OH oxidation of α-pinene, we have increased the fraction of peroxy radicals formed from OH reactions that are able to autoxidize to 0.2 from our previous value of 0.1.51,52

### 2.3 CLOUD CSTR simulation

In our previous study we simulated a chamber as a batch reactor and explored the time evolution of radicals and reaction products for different temperatures and NOx concentrations. Here we simulate a Continuously Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR, or steady-state chamber) with conditions that closely mimic those of the CERN CLOUD chamber. Specifically, we simulate a CSTR with a flushing timescale of 3 h and a steady inflow of VOC (α-pinene), and ozone. All simulations are at 298 K. The CO concentration is fixed at concentrations between 0 and 10 000 ppb. For all of the results discussed below we allow the system to run to a steady state (≈ 5 h after starting reagent inflow) and discuss only those steady-state values. The model parameters are in Table 2.

In chambers with fairly low aerosol loading (such as the CLOUD chamber), the major loss of condensible vapors is (presumably irreversible) deposition to the chamber walls. Under typical fan conditions in CLOUD, the H2SO4 deposition timescale is roughly 4 minutes.53 The organic vapors are heavier, with correspondingly lower diffusion constants, and so have deposition timescales of order 10 min.54,55 This correspondence of vapor deposition timescales between CLOUD and remote ambient conditions is a design feature, though caution is required because turbulent deposition to the chamber walls scales as \(\sqrt{D}\) whereas laminar condensation to particles scales as \(D\) (or molecular speed in the kinetic regime).56,57 In order to compare modeled ULVOC collision frequencies and modeled size-dependent growth rates with chamber data, we therefore add a wall-loss term to our simulation of the CSTR. Here that is 0.0017 s^{-1} (a 10 min lifetime).

### Table 2 Model parameters to simulate typical α-pinene + ozone CLOUD experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\phi_{\text{α-pinene}})</td>
<td>0.0018 ppb s^{-1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\phi_{\text{O}})</td>
<td>0.072 ppb s^{-1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_{\text{flush}})</td>
<td>9.26 \times 10^{-3} s^{-1} (\tau = 3 h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_{\text{wall}})</td>
<td>1.70 \times 10^{-3} s^{-1} (\tau = 10 min)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here we simulate a dark ozonolysis experiment driven by the α-pinene + ozone reaction. Unlike the atmosphere, where photochemical HO₂ production is a major radical source during the day, in chamber experiments such as this the “heartbeat” of the chemistry – the intrinsic rate – is controlled by the ozonolysis rate. Alkene ozonolysis produces OH, and here we assume an OH yield of 0.8. The critical OH branching shown in Fig. 1 reduces to a competition between α-pinene \( (k_{\text{OH}} = 5.4 \times 10^{-11} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ mol}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1}) \) and CO \( (k_{\text{OH}} = 2.4 \times 10^{-13} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ mol}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1}) \). Thus we expect that CO will need to exceed α-pinene by a factor of approximately 500 for RO₂ : HO₂ to approach 1.

3 Results

3.1 CO concentration and OH reactivity

Fig. 2 shows radical levels and RO₂ : HO₂ vs. CO concentration, which are essentially identical for the three different RO₂ reaction scenarios (the figure shows the middle case). RO₂ : HO₂ is inversely proportional to CO for much of the range (log-log slope = −1) and ultimately approaches a value near 2. For low CO it exceeds 100; these very large values are partly a consequence of the simplified α-pinene mechanism that resolves RO₂ products into the 2-D-VBS instead of treating subsequent RO chemistry explicitly. The ratio is slightly lower when RO₂ reactions are faster because the sink for RO₂ via the cross reactions increases, leading to much lower steady-state RO₂ concentrations, but only slightly lower HO₂ concentrations. The model shows that very high CO concentrations are required to reach atmospherically relevant RO₂ : HO₂, but as CO is acting as a proxy for any compound whose oxidation would promote the conversion of OH to HO₂, these high concentrations merely represent what is necessary to reach that conversion rate. Also, at these high CO levels, the absolute RO₂ and HO₂ concentrations of 2–5 × 10⁸ mole cm⁻³ are reasonable for low-NO atmospheric conditions, suggesting that the termination chemistry will be appropriate. However, the OH has been almost completely scavenged by CO, and so multi-generation oxidation (aging) by OH will be negligible. This suggests that experiments conducted under these (high CO) conditions would likely provide a good representation of first-generation atmospheric chemistry but miss any multi-generation chemistry important to the atmosphere. This is both a feature and a limitation.

Fig. 3 shows both the total OH reactivity and the fraction of OH reacting with the parent hydrocarbon (α-pinene) vs. added CO in this simulated chamber experiment. Looking at OH reactivity we can see that when CO is absent, the OH reactivity is very low (around 0.5 s⁻¹), much lower than reported OH reactivity in the remote atmosphere. About 1000–3000 ppb of CO is required to reproduce an OH reactivity of 10–15 s⁻¹ typical of measurements in the remote atmosphere. In this range, the fraction of this reactivity that is due to α-pinene, the only
primary hydrocarbon in the model, is less than 10%. While primary hydrocarbons can account for up to 50% of the total OH reactivity in the atmosphere, according to di Carlo et al., much of this is due to more abundant hydrocarbons like isoprene and a much lower fraction when only α-pinene is present at a concentration of approximately 800 ppt, a lower percentage is completely reasonable. In this simulated experiment, especially because the governing α-pinene + ozone reaction automatically produces RO2 with a stoichiometry of 1, only a low fraction of OH reactivity can go to the α-pinene to mimic the reaction topology shown in Fig. 1. This again indicates added CO of several ppm.

The vertical lines in Fig. 2 and 3 for CO = 100 and 5000 ppbv represent two cases we explore in greater depth below, along with the 0 CO case indicated with symbols on the y-axes. Relatively low CO between 0 and 100 ppbv is likely to represent typical conditions in chamber experiments without intentionally added CO (but instead just what is present in the balance air). The higher CO case, as shown, leads to OH reactivity and RO2 : HO2 that is more consistent with typical atmospheric values.

3.2 Dimers and ULVOCs

3.2.1 Volatility basis set distributions. Fig. 4 shows distributions of products for the three RO2 rate coefficient cases at three different CO mixing ratios as a 1-dimensional volatility basis set. The various volatility classes described above are shown in the color-coded horizontal bar across the top of the figure. The vertical bars are color coded by the RO2 termination pathway, as indicated in the legend. Each row shows a different RO2 reactivity case – fast on top, middle in the middle, and slow on the bottom – and each column is a different steady-state CO concentration. The two non-zero CO concentrations are shown as vertical dashed lines in Fig. 2; as such the two left-hand columns represent a potential range for “unmodified” chambers with no-to-low CO in the carrier gas, while the right-hand column represents conditions with a more atmospheric RO2 : HO2. Looking across any row of shows the change in product distributions with increasing CO, once again as a proxy for any OVOC that will promote direct conversion of OH to HO2. For zero CO (and thus low HO2), most of the RO2 that does not undergo autoxidation terminates to molecules via a simplified

Fig. 4 Volatility basis set distributions of the products from α-pinene ozonolysis (including autoxidation and dimerization) at different CO mixing ratios for three different peroxy-radical reactivity scenarios. Each row shows a different reactivity case: the top row is the fast case, the middle row is the middle case, and the bottom row is the slow case. Each column shows a different CO mixing ratio in ppb, as indicated. Bar colors show the RO2 termination pathway, while different volatility classes are indicated via the horizontal bars along the top. CO enhances HO2 and tends to replace dimers (crimson) with hydroperoxides (magenta), reducing the yields of the lowest volatility products.
pathway shown in light green labeled “non-HOM products”. In every case, the product distributions are different at different CO concentrations. Most notably, as CO increases for every case there is a marked increase in the products from the RO2 + HO2 reaction, shown in pink, and a decrease in the dimers, shown in crimson. When we look down a column, we see the effect of slowing down the RO2 kinetics has on the product distributions. Unsurprisingly we see a decrease in dimers as those reactions are slowed.

Notably, the “traditional” α-pinene oxidation products (light green) predominate in all cases. Modifying RO2 : HO2 changes the distribution across the board, but the yield changes in the SVOC region and above are modest, with some redistribution of products toward hydroperoxides (dark magenta) overall. Consequently, chamber experiments focused on mass yields in the 1–1000 µg m−3 would see modest changes in overall mass yields with increased hydroperoxide content as RO2 : HO2 decreases. This is consistent with observations.60,61 Further, the very low yields of the entire “xLVOC” ensemble is notable and the variability with RO2 : HO2 serves to emphasize that this tail is highly sensitive to conditions. This serves as a cautionary tale on the one hand but also suggests that corresponding yields in the real atmosphere are likely also quite sensitive to conditions, and that this variability might well be important to atmospheric behavior.

Fig. 5 focuses on the lower volatility products. Here we can more clearly see the suppression of dimers both by increasing CO as well as by decreasing the RO2 rate coefficient. We can also very clearly see the effect on the ULVOCs. The only products that fall in the ULVOC range are the dimers formed from the self reaction of two Ox3RO2 radicals and a small fraction of the cross reaction between an Ox3RO2 and an Ox2RO2. Therefore it makes sense that the ULVOCs follow the same trend as the dimers in general. Looking across the top row (the fast case), we see low, but visible yields of ULVOCs with very low CO, but at the highest CO mixing ratio shown (representing more ambient RO2 : HO2), the yield is approximately halved. In the middle case, the RO2 kinetics are still fast enough to sustain visible ULVOC yields at low CO, but the influence of CO is much more pronounced at 100 ppb of CO and there are almost no ULVOCs present at

Fig. 5 Volatility basis set distributions of the products from α-pinene ozonolysis (including autoxidation and dimerization) at different CO mixing ratios for three different peroxy-radical reactivity scenarios, focusing on the lowest volatility products. Each row shows a different reactivity case: the top row is the fast case, the middle row is the middle case, and the bottom row is the slow case. Each column shows a different CO mixing ratio in ppb, as indicated. Bar colors show the RO2 termination pathway, while different volatility classes are indicated via the horizontal bars along the top. The suppression of dimer formation by HO2 (promoted by CO) is clearly evident.
5000 ppb of CO. In the slow case, while the dimer trend is still noticeable, the ULVOC yields are notably lower even at low CO, so there is little visible influence of CO on the ULVOC yields. As nucleation is dependent on the amount of ULVOCs, we expect to see different nucleation rates at each of the different CO mixing ratios and for each of the RO2 reactivity scenarios.

### 3.2.2 Overall yield sensitivity

Fig. 6 shows the total dimers for each of the RO2 reactivity cases as well as the total oxidized dimers (total dimers minus the non-HOM dimers, formed from the reaction of peroxy radicals that do not undergo autoxidation) over a wide range of CO mixing ratios. The total dimer formation for the fast case is a factor of 7–8 lower at very high CO compared to low CO; most of the dimers in this case are HOM dimers. In the other cases, the dimers are reduced by about an order of magnitude with added CO. Broadly, adding CO and thus decreasing RO2 : HO2 from an unrealistic to a more atmospherically relevant value can decrease the total dimer concentrations (yields) by almost an order of magnitude, regardless of the RO2 reactivity case considered. The total dimer concentrations are however also sensitive to the RO2 reactivity as well.

Total dimers are not a sufficiently precise measure of the actual situation; Fig. 5 shows that the dimers are distributed over almost 10 orders of magnitude in volatility. Thus, in Fig. 7 we show the relative change of each dimer class normalized by the zero CO case, where the dimer class is the total autoxidation number (i.e. Ox = 6 is a dimer produced from O3RO2 + O3RO2). We use a linear y-axis scale to emphasize the strength of these effects. Looking at the suppression of dimers due to CO (actually HO2), we see in the fast case, the oxidized dimers are suppressed far less at low CO mixing ratios when their cross reactions are fast. The dimers in the middle and slow cases are also consistently suppressed by CO, with the most oxidized dimers being suppressed slightly more aggressively by CO when their rate coefficient is slower. The concentration of the most oxidized dimers in the slow and middle cases is comparable to the fast case when no CO is present, but they are suppressed more aggressively by HO2 in the slow and middle cases, creating situations where we might measure appreciable dimers under low CO chamber conditions, but not under atmospheric conditions with lower RO2 : HO2.

### 3.2.3 Nucleation

Dimers are critical to nucleation, but not all dimers can contribute to nucleation as even some HOM dimers only reach the LVOC or ELVOC classes. Schervish and Donahue proposed the ULVOC volatility class (log C* < −8.5) based on evidence that compounds in this range are highly associated with observed “pure organic” nucleation. Cluster formation must be related to the collision rate of these ULVOC
species, and so we can compare modeled ULVOC collision rates with measured nucleation rates. To calculate the ULVOC collision rate we assume collision rate coefficient of \( k_{\text{coll}} = 3 \times 10^{-10} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ mol}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \), which we then multiply by the ULVOC concentration squared. In Fig. 8 we show the collision frequency of ULVOCs for the representative RO2 kinetic cases as a function of added CO (thus RO2 : HO2).

### 4 Discussion

It is not news that low-NOx chamber experiments can deviate from atmospheric conditions by favoring RO2 cross reactions over HO2 reactions. However, the recent emergence of autoxidation and the potential for very rapid RO2 cross reactions involving highly oxidized RO2 radicals substantially complicates this issue. Further, new-particle formation appears to be especially sensitive to the covalently bound dimers formed from those cross reactions, because the high molecular weight combined with significant polar functionality can drive the products into the Ultra Low Volatility Organic Carbon (ULVOC) class. Our simulations show that yields of these dimers are sensitive to RO2 : HO2 over the range of conditions likely to be found in chambers and in the atmosphere, and also that they are sensitive to a plausible range of RO2 cross reaction rate coefficients, which are currently not well constrained. The simulations also suggest that manipulating (and measuring) RO2 : HO2 is chamber experiments is important. However, these dimers are also clearly visible in ambient measurements,\(^{66}\) and so complete elimination of dimer formation under ambient conditions is unlikely.

Our results are generally consistent with the results from McFiggans et al.\(^ {64} \) McFiggans et al.\(^ {63} \) show that both monomer and dimers are drastically reduced in the presence of small molecules that compete for RO2, including due to the increase in HO2 caused by increasing CO. However, our simulation and the experiments presented in McFiggans et al.\(^ {64} \) differ significantly, making a direct comparison difficult. Specifically, we simulate dark ozonolysis with some OH chemistry at low CO, whereas OH is the primary oxidant in McFiggans et al.\(^ {64} \) this different chemistry could cause the products to be different enough to lead to different volatility distributions when compared with our dark ozonolysis simulation. Notably, McFiggans et al.\(^ {64} \) see a decrease in SOA yields (with organic aerosol concentrations of 1–10 \( \mu \text{g} \text{ m}^{-3} \)) in the \( \alpha \)-pinene + CO experiments while our simulation shows an increase in the ROOH yields in the SVOC range.

We have maintained the same reaction kernels from the original work in Schervish and Donahue,\(^ {28} \) we are focused on the dimer and ULVOC products. The major take-home message of our work is that we must consider the radical termination reactions carefully before jumping to extend results to the atmosphere, and so we elect not to “tune” the termination kernels to observed yields here. As all of the chemistry is resolved before the kernels are implemented to distribute the products in the VBS, the RO2 + HO2 kernel does not affect any other products. One attempt to “tune” radical-VBS dimer yields to match both chamber and flow-tube dimer yields has been applied to a chemical transport model simulation of nucleation over the Amazon; there Zhao et al.\(^ {64} \) required a mixture of “high” and “low” autoxidation barrier OxRO2 in order to match experimental dimer yields. McFiggans et al.\(^ {63} \) also provide gas-phase mass spectrometry data that show large decreases in the \( \alpha \)-pinene produced monomers and dimers. Our dimer results are consistent with this, but we see little to no change in the LVC region where HOM monomers dominate. This discrepancy may be due to the limitations (specificity) of the nitrate chemical ionization source, which clusters less efficiently with less oxygenated and thus higher volatility products.\(^ {43} \)\(^ {44} \) However, our focus here is on nucleation and especially dimer formation. In this our model is consistent with the results of McFiggans et al.\(^ {63} \) where in a mixture including \( \alpha \)-pinene and CO, dimers were reduced by a factor of 2 compared to a pure \( \alpha \)-pinene case.

We are especially interested in how these parameters affect nucleation, and how this might vary between chambers and the real atmosphere. Fig. 8 shows our modeled ULVOC collision rates are indeed highly sensitive to both RO2 : HO2 and RO2 reactivity. The conditions simulated here are comparable to conditions in CLOUD where nucleation rates are observed between 0.1 and 10 \( \text{s}^{-1} \).\(^ {15} \) Our modeled ULVOC collision frequencies at low CO are consistent with ULVOC nucleation efficiency for all RO2 reactivity cases considered, indicating that any of these association rate scenarios would be consistent with experimental findings at low CO mixing ratios. This is sensible as RO2 : HO2 is high and HO2 termination is minor. However, extending to more atmospheric conditions, the system is very sensitive to added CO. When association is slowed down for the less oxidized peroxy radicals, high concentrations of OxRO2 and Ox2RO2 can be achieved and produce ULVOC dimers. With about 7000 ppb of CO present, the ULVOC collision rate is about 3 orders of magnitude lower than for zero CO in the middle.
case. The slow case shows similar sensitivity. Overall, Fig. 8 shows that nucleation rates measured in chambers may extend to the real atmosphere, but that this is highly sensitive to the (uncertain) RO2 cross reaction kinetics.

The actual nucleation (stable cluster formation) rate is likely to depend on volatility within the ULVOC class (and also temperature, as the class itself moves with temperature-dependent volatility\textsuperscript{a,b}). Observations also show that pure biogenic nucleation is highly sensitive to charge, with ions increasing observed new-particle formation rates by up to two orders of magnitude.\textsuperscript{c,d} Just as lowered temperature stabilizes clusters, ions can as well; consequently it is plausible that the compounds at the lower end of the ELVOC class in Fig. 5 are more effective in nucleation within charged clusters. Broadly, we expect the nucleation efficiency to be a function of the xLVOC volatility distribution (predominantly ULVOC and ELVOC), with efficiency near 1 for collisions of the lowest volatility species and falling off toward higher volatility, modulated by effects such as charge. Implementation of schemes based on this phenomenology suggest that biogenic nucleation (especially ion induced) may be very important in the present-day tropical atmosphere over the Amazon.\textsuperscript{e}

5 Conclusion

Chamber experiments are often run under conditions leading to very low HO2 concentrations and thus high RO2 to HO2 ratios (RO2 : HO2) due to the low concentrations of oxidized volatile organic compounds that can convert OH directly to HO2. High RO2 : HO2 in turn can lead to high concentrations of dimers due to the lack of competition for RO2 from HO2. Depending on the association rate coefficient for forming these dimers, they may or may not form when HO2 concentrations are higher in the real atmosphere. When RO2 + RO2 rate coefficients are fast, dimer concentrations, and the resulting ULVOC dimer yields, stay high at all the CO concentrations (used as a proxy for all oxidized volatile organic compounds), but when RO2 + RO2 rate coefficients are slow, dimers are formed in high concentrations when CO concentrations are low, but fall off quickly as CO increases. Therefore some dimers may be forming under high RO2 : HO2 in chamber experiments, contributing to nucleation and/or growth that will exceed values in the real atmosphere. However, we also conclude that the system is likely sensitive to these same elements (RO2 : HO2 as well as the RO2 cross reaction kinetics) in the real atmosphere, thus real-world new-particle formation is likely to be sensitive to these same factors. Thus it is crucial to constrain RO2 : HO2 and RO2 branching in order to accurately extrapolate their results to the atmosphere. At a minimum it is highly advisable to manipulate RO2 : HO2 by adding a reagent such as CO (potentially to quite high levels) in order to experimentally explore the chamber sensitivity to these conditions.
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